
CyntrX LinX:  
Time to Future-Proof 
Your Fleet

LinX is a ground-breaking device that, when paired with the CyntrX Xtra platform, 
will take your fleet telematics anywhere you need to go. All the essential telematics-
driven, business intelligence you’ve become accustomed to with previous 
generations of hardware is still available---things like vehicle location, fuel efficiency 
metrics, driver behavior reporting on overspeeds, hard braking and cornering, engine 
alerting, and the Xtra platform.

LinX expands on that award-winning 
platform by also implementing a 
variety of connected services, such 
as monitoring refrigeration and TPMS.  
With LinX,  you no longer need multiple 
devices -- one device does it all!  More 
connected services will be added over 
time – making this a truly future-proof 
enhancement for your fleet.  And all of 
this data is available on the Xtra platform, 
making fleet management easier and 
more cost-efficient, which directly 
impacts your bottom line.



The CyntrX Linx device packs a wide variety of features into  
a small package barely larger than a business card. 

If you have any questions about these or other LinX specs or capabilities, don’t hesitate to contact 
us. We’ll answer all of your questions, both about the device and how it can be used to get your fleet 
on the road to true profitability. And as always, we have no contracts -- so future-proofing your fleet 
is as risk-free as it comes. 

For more information on our award-winning fleet telematics, business intelligence, and ELD services, 
be sure and visit www.cyntrx.com.

GPS, ELD, and refrigeration probe 
and monitoring capabilities

L x W x H: 3.95 in x 2.624 in x 1.021 in

Operating temperatures up to 185°F

1 Wire Input

DB-9 (RS232) Serial Port

LTE CAT.M1, CAT.NB1 & EGPRS 
Fallback Vehicle Tracking

20 PIN I/O Header

Digital: 4 Outputs, 2 Inputs

Bluetooth Smart

J1939, CAN, OBD II

Website: www.cyntrx.com
Email: sales@cyntrx.com
Phone: (920) 338-0479 

Address: 1302 South Broadway St.
De Pere, WI 54115


